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1. The deformation rates as high as following are used in high velocity forming of metals: 

 A. 2 m/s B.  25 m/s 

 C.  250 m/s D.  500 m/s 

2. Explosive forming is used for following : 

 A. Only for electrical insulators 

 B.  For large parts typical of aerospace industry 

 C.  Making very small complex parts 

 D.  None of the above 

3. The following is not true for Jigs and Fixtures : 

 A. Rapid production B.  Automatic location 

 C.  Lesser manufacturing cost D.  Higher speeds cannot be used 

4. In order to locate a rectangular block in a jig or fixture accurately the following number of 

movements must be restricted: 

 A. 3 B.  6 

 C.  9 Limit Gauge D.  12 

5. Limit Gauge  

 A. checks whether the part is made within the specified limit 

 B.  measures the value of the upper specification limit  

 C.  measures the value of the lower specification limit  

 D.  measures both upper and lower specification limits  

6.  The following is not the characteristic of explosive forming : 

 A. Low capital cost of the set up B.  Very large components can be formed 

 C.  Only a single die is required D.  The tooling material is very expensive 

7. The following is not a characteristic of optical comparator : 

 A. High magnification B.  Very few moving linkages 

 C.  Cheap D.  Optical lever is weightless 

8. Diamond pin location is used in fixture because 

 A. It does not wear out. 

 B.  It takes care of any variation in centre distance between two holes. 

 C.  It is easy to clamp the part on the diamond tips. 

 D.  It is easy to manufacture. 

9. In deep drawing the drawing force (neglecting the friction between the job and the die wali) is 

approximately equal to 

 A. 2 πrpt B.  3 πrpt 

 C.  4 πrpt D.  6 π rpt 

 where rp = radius of the punch 

 t = sheet thickness 

 σ2 = stress in the direction of drawing 
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10. Which of the following is not the characteristic of stress-strain curve for mild steel? 

 A. The stress is proportional to the strain up to the proportional limit.  

 B.  Percentage reduction in area may be as high as 60-70 %. 

 C.  A neck is formed due to high stress level.  

 D.  During plastic stage no strain hardening takes place. 

11. Micro-geometrical deviations of surface roughness are a series of repeated deviations of a wave 

with a ratio of pitch to height approximately equal to 

 A. 50 B.  100 

 C.  500 D.  1000 

12. The tool life is affected by which of the following ? 

 A. Depth of cut B.  Cutting speed 

 C.  Feed D.  All of the above 

13. For efficient cutting of material with Laser Beam Machining, the material must be 

 A. good conductor of electricity B.  bad conductor of heat 

 C.  good conductor of heat D.  good conductor of heat and electricity 

14. Following electrolyte is used in electro-chemical machining process : 

 A. kerosene B.  transformer oil 

 C.  brine solution D.  water 

15. Discontinuous chips are formed during machining of which of the following materials ? 

 A. brittle metals B.  ductile metals 

 C.  soft metals D.  hard metals 

16. If the cutting speed is increased, what will happen to the built-up edge? 

 A. It becomes longer B.  It becomes smaller and may vanish later 

 C.  It does not form D.  Has no relation to speed 

17. The angle made by the tool face with a plane parallel to cutting tool base is known as 

 A. rake angle B.  cutting angle 

 C.  clearance angle D.  lip angle 

18. Crater wear occurs due to which one of the following phenomenon ? 

 A. Adhesion B.  Diffusion 

 C.  Oxidation D.  All of the above 

19. How many elements define the tool signature ? 

 A. Two B.  Four 

 C.  Five D.  Seven 

20. With high speed steel tools, the maximum safe operating temperature is of the order of 

 A. 200°C B.  540°C 

 C.  760°C D.  870°C 

21. The following is true for "GO" and "NO GO" gauges : 

 A. Plug gauge can measure the dimension of a hole.  

 B.  Wear allowance is provided on "NO GO" end. 

 C.  "GO" end is smaller than "NO GO" end. 

 D.  Gauge tolerance is 10 % of manufacturing tolerance. 
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22. The hot forging of steel specimen is carried out at a temperature of 

 A. 400°C B.  600°C 

 C.  500°C D.  950°C 

23. The relationship between the shear angle ϕ, friction angle β, and cutting rake angle α, and the 

machining constant C for the work material is 

 A. 2ϕ + β - α = C B.  2α + β - ϕ = C 

 C.  2β + α - ϕ = C D.  2ϕ + α + β = C 

24. Flank wear occurs mainly on the 

 A. nose part of the cutting tool 

 B.  front relief face and side relief face of the cutting tool 

 C.  face of cutting tool at a short distance from the cutting edge 

 D.  both A. and B. above 

25. If r = chip thickness ratio, α = rake angle then shear angle ϕ is expressed as  

 A. 1 r cos
tan

1 r sin

− 

− 
 B.  1 r cos

cot
1 r sin

− 

− 
 

 C.  1 r cos
sin

1 r sin

− 

− 
 D.  1 r cos

cos
1 r sin

− 

− 
 

26. Taylor’s tool life equation is as follows: 

 A. TVn = C B.  

1

nVT C=  

 C.  VTn = C D.  

1

n(VT) C=  

27. In metal cutting, Merchant’s circle gives the relationship among various components of  

 A. stresses  B.  strains  

 C.  forces  D.  velocities  

28. Chip velocity in machining of metals is equal to  

 A. rV B.  r Vs 

 C.  
V

r
 D.  sV

r
 

 Where V = cutting velocity  

 Vs = velocity along the shear plane  

 r = chip thickness ratio  

29. The shear angle derived on the basis of minimisation of rate of energy consumption is 

expressed by 

 A. 
1

( )
4 2


 = −  −   B.  

1
( )

2 2


 = −  −   

 C.  
1

( )
4 2


 = −  −   D.  

1
( )

2 2


 = −  −   

 Where ϕ = shear angle  

 α = rake angle  

 β = friction angle  
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30. In a single point turning operation of steel with a cemented carbide tool, Taylor's tool life 

exponent is 0.25. If the cutting speed is halved, the tool life will increase by 

 A. two times B.  four times 

 C.  eight times D.  sixteen times 

31. In EDM the tool is made of 

 A. High Speed Steel B.  Cast Iron 

 C.  Copper D.  Plain Carbon Steel 

32. The tool material used in USM is 

 A. Mild Steel B.  High Speed Steel 

 C.  Carbides D.  Ceramics 

33. The current used during EDM is 

 A. AC B.  pulsed AC 

 C.  DC D.  pulsed DC 

34. In ultrasonic machining the tool is vibrated with the following frequency: 

 A. 50 Hz B.  1500 Hz 

 C.  10,000 Hz D.  20,000 Hz 

35. The following is not true for Jigs : 

 A. These are used on drilling operation. B.  These guide the tools. 

 C.  These hold the components. D.  Increased machining accuracy. 

36. The value of surface roughness 'h' obtained during the turning operation at a feed 'f' with a 

round nose tool having radius 'r' is given by 

 A. f2/4r B.  f2/8r 

 C.  f2/12r D.  f2/16r 

37. The following is not true for the tool life equation : 

 A. The smaller the value of 'n' steeper the slope of log V-log T line. 

 B.  For ideal tool material n = 1. 

 C.  The larger the value of C smaller is the tool life. 

 D.  The range of variation of n for HSS is 0.08-0.20. 

38. In USM process the material removal rate is higher for materials with 

 A. higher toughness B.  higher ductility 

 C.  higher fracture strain D.  lower toughness 

39. The mechanism of metal removal in Electron Beam Machining is 

 A. melting and vapourization B.  shear 

 C.  ion-displacement D.  chemical action 

40. Which one of the following is most important for EDM ? 

 A. thermal capacity B.  hardness 

 C.  strength D.  geometry 
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41. Heat treatment is done to 

 A. change grain size and soften the metal 

 B.  improve electrical and magnetic properties 

 C.  relieve internal stresses 

 D.  all of the above 

42. Ferrites are sub-group of 

 A. ferromagnetic material B.  ferrimagnetic material 

 C.  diamagnetic material  D.  paramagnetic material  

43. The capacity of a material to undergo deformation under tension without rupture is 

 A. mechanical strength B.  stiffness 

 C.  toughness D.  ductility 

44. Hooke's Law holds good upto 

 A. proportional limit B.  yield point 

 C.  elastic limit D.  plastic limit 

45. An example of amorphous material is 

 A. lead B.  silver 

 C.  glass D.  brass 

46. The atomic packing factor of B.C.C. metal is 

 A. 0.96 B.  0.68 

 C.  0.74 D.  0.52 

47. How many atoms are present in a unit cell of a body centred cubic space lattice ? 

 A. Six B.  Nine 

 C.  Fourteen D.  Twenty four 

48. Nickel is mostly found in 

 A. Russia B.  Canada 

 C.  Russia and Canada D.  Russia and India 

49. Slow and progressive deformation of a material with time under constant stress is called 

 A. creep B.  erosion 

 C.  resilience D.  fatigue 

50. Which of the following metals has the lowest specific gravity? 

 A. Monal metal B.  Copper 

 C.  Magnesium D.  Bronze 

51. The electrical conductivity of semi-conductor is of the order of 

 A. 10-3 mho cm-1 B.  10-6 mho cm-1 

 C.  10-8 mho cm-1 D.  103 mho cm-1 

52. In a dielectric, the power loss is proportional to 

 A. w B.  w2 

 C.  1/w D.  1/w2 
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53. Dielectric materials are used primarily for 

 A. insulation B.  charge storage 

 C.  reducing electric loss  D.  none of these  

54. By doping, electrical conductivity of a semi-conductor 

 A. decreases B.  increases 

 C.  remains unaffected D.  none of the above 

55. The resistance to fatigue of a material is measured by 

 A. elastic limit  B.  Young's modulus 

 C.  ultimate tensile strength D.  endurance limit  

56. A body having same properties throughout its volume is said to be  

 A. isotropic  B.  continuous  

 C.  homogeneous  D.  uniform  

57. The materials which exhibit the same elastic properties in all directions are called  

 A. isotropic  B.  homogeneous 

 C.  perfectly elastic Energy of a photon is D.  anisotropic 

58. Energy of a photon is  

 A. hv  B.  h . λ  

 C. 1/hv D.  v . λ  

59. Very high strength in Aluminium alloys is obtained by 

 A. precipitation hardening B.  solid solution hardening 

 C.  cold working D.  annealing 

60. Closed packed planes are formed in 

 A. simple cubic crystals B.  body centered cubic crystals 

 C.  diamond cubic crystals D.  face centered cubic crystals 

61. A material in superconducting state is 

 A. paramagnetic B.  diamagnetic 

 C.  ferromagnetic D.  anti ferromagnetic 

62. The constituents which most ceramic material contain is 

 A. Calcium B.  Nitrate 

 C.  Silicate D.  none of the above 

63. The percentage of carbon in low carbon steel is 

 A. 0.15 B.  0.30 

 C.  0.50 D.  0.70 

64. Babbit metal is 

 A. lead base alloy B.  tin base alloy 

 C.  copper base alloy D.  lead and tin base alloy 

65. The imperfection in the crystal structure of metal is called 

 A. dislocation B.  slip 

 C.  cleavage D.  fracture 
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66. Zn and Mg have the following crystal structure : 

 A. B.C.C. B.  F.C.C. 

 C.  diamond cubic D.  H.C.P. 

67. A material in which the atoms are arranged chaotically is called 

 A. amorphous B.  mesomorphous 

 C.  crystalline D.  none of the above 

68. Which of the following material has non-linear elastic behaviour ? 

 A. Mild Steel B.  Aluminium 

 C.  Cast iron D.  Rubber 

69. Which of the following is made of Ceramic materials ? 

 A. Heating element B.  Spark plug 

 C.  Pyrometer D.  Furnace linings 

70. The ratio of modulus of rigidity to modulus of elasticity of a material for a Poisson's ratio of 

0.25 would be 

 A. 0.5 B.  0.4 

 C.  0.3 D.  0.1 

71. When mechanical properties of a material remain same in a particular direction at each point, 

such a material is called 

 A. isotropic B.  homogeneous 

 C.  orthotropic D.  anisotropic 

72. Vectorial sum of the Burgers vector of dislocations meeting at a nodal point is 

 A. zero B.  1 

 C.  -1 D.  none of the above 

73. The [110] direction in a cubic unit cell is parallel to 

 A. face diagonal of unit cell B.  edge of the cube 

 C.  body diagonal of the cube D.  none of the above 

74. A material shall be called ideal plastic material if 

 A. it does not strain harden B.  it strain hardens 

 C.  if it is made of plastic D.  none of the above 

75. Stress concentration is caused due to 

 A. variation in load acting on a member B.  variation in material properties 

 C.  abrupt change of cross-section D.  none of the above 

76. The following is not true for the assignment model : 

 A. xij = 1 B.  
n

ij
j 1

x 1
=

=  

 C.  
n

ij
i 1

x 1
=

=  

 D.  it can be stated in the form of n × n cost matrix [Cij] of real numbers 
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77. If the annual demand is doubled, ordering cost is doubled, holding cost is halved and the unit 

cost is doubled, then the economic order quantity will be 

 A. half B.  same 

 C.  twice D.  four times 

78. Value Engineering is concerned with saving 

 A. time B.  overhead costs 

 C.  un-necessary costs D.  administrative difficulties 

79. Classical list of Gilbreth's fundamental hand motions has following number of motions : 

 A. 5 B.  16 

 C.  17 D.  20 

80. Time estimates in PERT are based on 

 A. normal distribution B.  hyper geometric distribution 

 C.  β-distribution D.  binomial distribution 

81. The upper control limit of the 'C' chart is 

 A. C 3 C+  B.  C 2 C+  

 C.  C 2C+  D.  C 3C+  

82. ABC analysis forms part of  

 A. quality control  B.  inventory control  

 C.  material handling  D.  methods engineering  

83. Mathematically value of a product is expressed as  

 A. cost/expenses  B.  cost/utility  

 C.  utility/cost  D.  none of the above  

84. A transportation problem will have feasible solutions if and only if  

 A. 
m n

i j
i 1 j 1

S d
= =

=   B.  
m n

i j
i 1 j 1

S d
= =

   

 C.  
m n

i j
i 1 j 1

S d
= =

   D.  none of the above  

85. In simplex method, if basic variables satisfy the non-negativity constraints, the basic solution 

 A. is not optimal B.  is basic feasible solution 

 C.  is basic infeasible solution D.  does not exist 

86. Following are said to be the benefits of assembly line balancing : 

 (1) It minimizes the in-process inventory. 

 (2) It reduces the work content. 

 (3) It smoothens the production flow. 

 (4) It maintains the required rate of output. 

 Select the correct answer (s) using the code given below : 

 A. 1,2 and 3 B.  2,3 and 4 

 C.  1,3 and 4 D.  1,2 and 4 
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87. In a transportation problem, the materials are transported from 3 plants to 5 warehouses. The 

basic feasible solution must contain exactly, which of the following cells ? 

 A. 3 B.  5 

 C.  7 D.  8 

88. The following chart shows the consistency of the process: 

 A. X  B.  R 

 C.  C D.  P 

89. Process in which cross-sectional area of bars, rods or tubes in the desired area is reduced by 

repeated blows is known as 

 A. swaging B.  piercing 

 C.  cold peening D.  extrusion 

90. If annual demand, ordering cost, and inventory cost each become two times, the EOQ will 

 A. remain same B.  be half 

 C.  become√2 times D.  become 2 times 

91. In the model M/M/I : ∞/FCFS the expected queue length is equal to 

 A. 
1



− 
 B.  

2

1



− 
 

 C.  
1

1 − 
 D.  1 – ρ 

 where ρ = utilisation factor 

92. The number of basic variables in a transportation problem is at the most 

 A. m + n – 1 B.  m + n 

 C.  m × n D.  m + n + 1 

 where m = number of sources, and 

 n = number of destinations 

93. The following is not the guideline for controlling A class item : 

 A. Very strict control B.  Frequent ordering 

 C.  Maximum efforts to reduce lead time D.  Higher safety stock 

94. If 'A' is the total items consumed per year, 'P' is the procurement cost per order and 'C' is the 

annual inventory carrying cost per item, then which one of the following represents economic 

order quantity? 

 A. 
AP

C
 B.  

2AP

C
 

 C.  
2AP

C
 D.  

2
AP

C

 
 
 

 

95. For calculating the control limits of 'P' chart the following probability law is used : 

 A. Binomial B.  Poisson 

 C.  Normal D.  Exponential 
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96. The maximum displacement of a body moving with simple harmonic motion from its mean 

position is called 

 A. oscillation B.  amplitude 

 C.  beat D.  none of the above 

97. Group A items constitute the following percentage of items in ABC analysis : 

 A. 10 to 20 % B.  30 to 40 % 

 C.  40 to 50 % D.  50 to 60 % 

98. If p = % activity and A = limit of accuracy in work sampling, the number of observations at A 

confidence level of 95 % is equal to the following : 

 A. 
2

(1 p)

A p

−
 B.  

2

2(1 p)

A p

−
 

 C.  
2

3(1 p)

A p

−
 D.  

2

4(1 p)

A p

−
 

99. Main objective of work measurement is to 

 A. plan and prepare production schedule 

 B.  estimate the selling prices and delivery dates 

 C.  formulate a proper incentive scheme 

 D.  all of the above 

100. The following is not the characteristic of work sampling : 

 A. Any interruption during study will not affect the results. 

 B.  The study causes less fatigue. 

 C.  Uneconomical for short cycle jobs. 

 D.  A stop watch is needed. 

101. The coefficient of friction depends upon 

 A. speed of the body. 

 B.  geometrical shape of the body. 

 C.  size of the body and nature of contacting surfaces. 

 D.  nature of contacting surfaces. 

102. If a body is in equilibrium then the following is true : 

 A. There is no force acting on the body. 

 B.  Resultant of all forces is zero but the moments of forces about any point is not zero. 

 C.  The moments of the forces about any point is zero, but the resultant of all forces is not 

zero. 

 D.  Both B. and C. 

103. Cycle pedalling is an example of 

 A. couple B.  moment 

 C.  two equal and opposite forces  D.  two unequal parallel forces  

104. In case of concurrent coplanar forces, the condition of equilibrium is  

 A. ΣH = 0, ΣV = 0, ΣM = 0 B.  ΣH = 0, ΣV = 0 

 C.  ΣH = 0, ΣM = 0 D.  ΣV = 0, ΣM = 0 
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105. Opening a Limca bottle is due to 

 A. moment  B.  couple  

 C.  torque  D.  parallel forces  

106. Which of the following statement is correct? 

 A. The algebraic sum of forces constituting the couple is zero. B.  The algebraic sum of the 

moments of forces constituting the couple about any point is same. 

 C.  A couple cannot be balanced by a single force. D.  All of the above. 

107. The quantity whose dimensions are M2L2T-3 could be the product of 

 A. force and velocity B.  mass and power 

 C.  force and pressure D.  force and distance 

108. Effect of a force on a body depends upon 

 A. magnitude B.  direction 

 C.  line of action D.  all of the above 

109. When a helical coiled spring is compressed axially, it possesses 

 A. potential energy B.  kinetic energy 

 C.  mechanical energy D.  none of the above 

110. If the algebraic sum of all the forces acting on a body is zero, then the body may be in 

equilibrium provided the forces are 

 A. parallel B.  like parallel 

 C.  unlike paraliel D.  concurrent 

111. A ladder rests on a smooth ground against a rough wall. The force of friction acts 

 A. away from the wall at the upper end B.  towards the wall at the lower end 

 C.  upward at the upper end D.  downward at the upper end 

112. Polygon of forces is useful for computing the resultant of 

 A. concurrent spatial forces B.  coplanar parallel forces 

 C.  coplanar concurrent forces D.  coplanar collinear forces 

113. The velocity of a body on reaching the ground from a height 'h', is given by 

 A. v = 2 gh B.  v = 2 gh2 

 C.  v = √2gh D.  
2h

v
2g

=  

114. A rigid body is subjected to non-coplanar concurrent force system. If the body is to remain in 

a state of equilibrium, then 

 A. ΣFx = ΣFy = ΣFz = 0 B.  ΣMx = ΣMy = 0 

 C.  ΣMy = ΣMz = 0 D.  none of the above 

115. The resultant of forces P 2i 3j= − −  and Q 3i 4j= −  will lie in (quadrants to be reckoned 

anticlockwise) quadrant 

 A. first B.  second 

 C.  third D.  fourth 
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116. A body weight of 200 N is resting on a rough horizontal plane, and can be just moved by a 

force of 80 N applied horizontally. What will the value of the coefficient of friction ? 

 A. 0.4 B.  0.5 

 C.  0.3 D.  none of the above 

117. Two forces each equal to P/2 act at right angles. Their effect may be neutralized by a third 

force acting along their bisector in the opposite direction with a magnitude of 

 A. P B.  P/2 

 C. √2 P D.  
P

2
 

118. Tangent of angle of friction is equal to 

 A. kinetic friction B.  limiting friction 

 C.  friction force D.  coefficient of friction 

119. In actual machines mechanical advantage is  

 A. unity  B.  less than unity 

 C.  less than velocity ratio D.  greater than velocity ratio 

120. The centre of gravity of a plane lamina is not at its geometrical centre, if it is a 

 A. circle B.  square 

 C.  rectangle D.  rightangled triangle 

121. Which of the following represents the state of neutral equilibrium ? 

 A. Cube resting on one edge. 

 B.  A smooth cylinder lying on a curved surface. 

 C.  A smooth cylinder lying on a convex surface. 

 D.  None of the above. 

122. The maximum frictional force, which comes into play when a body first begins to slide over the 

surface of another body, is known as 

 A. sliding friction B.  limiting friction 

 C.  kinetic friction D.  rolling friction 

123. A stone is dropped from a tower 75 m high. At the same time, another stone is thrown upwards 

from the foot of the tower with a velocity of 25 m/s. They will 

 A. cross after 1 s B.  cross after 2 s 

 C.  cross after 3 s D.  none of the above 

124. If the period of oscillation is doubled 

 A. the length of simple pendulum should be doubled 

 B.  the length of simple pendulum should be quadrupled 

 C.  the mass of the pendulum should be doubled 

 D.  the length and mass should be doubled 
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125. Inertia force of a body is expressed as 

 A. product of mass of the body and the acceleration of its centre of gravity in the direction of 

acceleration. 

 B.  product of mass of the body and the acceleration of its centre of gravity acting in an opposite 

direction to acceleration. 

 C.  product of linear acceleration of the body and its mass moment of inertia in the direction of 

acceleration of its centre of gravity. 

 D.  none of the above 

126. The total momentum of a system of moving bodies in any one direction remains constant, 

unless acted upon by an external force in that direction. This statement is called 

 A. Principle of conservation of energy B.  Newton's second law of motion 

 C.  Newton's first law of motion D.  Principle of conservation of momentum 

127. The dimensions of angular velocity are given by 

 A. M0L1T-1 B.  M0L2T-1 

 C.  M0L0T-2 D.  M0L0T-1 

128. The escape velocity on the surface of the earth is 

 A. 1.0 km/s B.  3.6 km/s 

 C.  8.8 km/s D.  11.2 km/s 

129. The bodies which rebound after impact are called 

 A. elastic B.  inelastic 

 C.  plastic D.  none of the above 

130. Two bodies of mass m and M are hung at the ends of a rope passing over a frictional pulley. 

The acceleration in which the heavier mass M comes down is given by the following : 

 A. 
g(M m)

M m

−

+
 B.  

g(M m)

M m

+

−
 

 C.  
gM

M m+
 D.  

g M

M m



−
 

131. The wheels of a moving car possesses 

 A. kinetic energy of translation only 

 B.  kinetic energy of rotation only 

 C.  kinetic energy of translation and rotation both 

 D.  strain energy 

132. The total energy possessed by moving bodies 

 A. remain constant at every instant B.  varies from time to time 

 C.  is maximum at the start D.  is minimum before stopping 

133. For the maximum range of a projectile, the angle of projection should be 

 A. 30° B.  45° 

 C.  60° D.  90° 
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134. A body is dropped from rest at height 'h'. It covers a distance of gh/25 in the last second. 

Determine the height 'h'. (Take g = 10 m/s2) 

 A. 115 m B.  125 m 

 C.  126 m D.  none of the above 

135. A rigid body in space has n degree(s) of freedom, when n is 

 A. 1 B.  2 

 C.  3 D.  6 

136. 0.01 kilowatt is equal to 

 A. 10.0 J/s B.  1.0 J/s 

 C.  0.10 J/s D.  0.01 J/s 

137. If the momentum of a body is doubled, its kinetic energy will be 

 A. doubled B.  quadrupled 

 C.  same D.  halved 

138. A rigid body is acted upon by a couple. It undergoes 

 A. translation  B.  plane motion 

 C.  translatory rotation D.  rotation 

139. A cricket ball of mass 175 gm is moving with a velocity of 36 km/hr. What average force will 

be required to stop the ball in 0.2 second ? 

 A. -5.75 N B.  -6.75 N 

 C.  -7.75 N D.  -8.75 N 

140. How many instantaneous centres of rotation are present in a slider crank mechanism ? 

 A. 3 B.  4 

 C.  6 D.  8 

141. Length of crank of a slotted lever quick return mechanism is 150 mm while the distance 

between centre of crank rotation and slotted lever is $300 mm. What is the ratio of time of 

cutting to time of return of this mechanism ? 

 A. 4 B.  3 

 C.  2 D.  1 

142. The effective coefficient of friction for a vee belt on a pulley is roughly x times that of a 

corresponding flat belt. x = 

 A. 3 B.  2 

 C.  0.333 D.  0.111 

143. The normal velocity ratio in belt drive is around 

 A. 30 B.  20 

 C.  10 D.  3 to 4 

144. In a singie involute gear manufacturing the following two are predetermined: 

 A. Addendum circle and pitch circle diameter B.  Base circle and addendum circle diameter 

 C.  Pitch circle and dedundum circle diameter D.  None of the above 
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145. The minimum number of teeth of standard proportion with involute profile and 20° pressure 

angle spur gear is 

 A. 12 B.  18 

 C.  32 D.  48 

146. Normal efficiency in a single reduction worm gear pair with the velocity ratio 70 would be 

 A. above 98 % B.  50 to 80 % 

 C.  less than 30 % D.  less than 10 % 

147. The pressure angle of a flat footed follower in contact with a circular arc cam is 

 A. 5° B.  3° 

 C.  0° D.  -1° 

148. The minimum number of teeth in an involute gear with one module addendum with pressure 

angle of 14 1/2° to avoid undercutting is 

 A. 32 B.  20 

 C.  12 D.  40 

149. In an epicyclic gear train, the number of planets in any given row will be 

 A. equal to 1 B.  equal to or more than 1 

 C.  more than 1 D.  more than 2 

150. For a roller follower, pitch curve and cam surface are 

 A. identical 

 B.  separated by the radius of the roller 

 C.  separated by the diameter of the roller 

 D.  separated by one and half times the radius of the roller 

151. The radius of gyration of a disc type of flywheel of diameter D is 

 A. D B.  D/2 

 C.  D/√2 D.  D/√3 

152. The power transmitted by a belt is maximum when the maximum tension in the belt compared 

to centrifugal tension is 

 A. 2.0 times B.  2.5 times 

 C.  3.0 times D.  4.0 times 

153. In a slotted lever quick return mechanism, the crank length is 20 cm while the distance between 

centres of crank and slotted lever rotation is 40 cm. What is the ratio of cutting stroke time to 

return stroke time ? 

 A. 2 B.  3 

 C.  4 D.  5 

154. In a four bar mechanism the following instantaneous centre of rotation is not present: 

 A. Fixed 

 B.  Permanent 

 C.  Neither fixed nor permanent 

 D.  Perpendicular to the line joining centre of rotations of crank and lever at infinity 
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155. In a slider crank mechanism, piston velocity becomes maximum for the following configuration 

when crank is 

 A. at inner dead centre B.  at outer dead centre. 

 C.  perpendicular to line of stroke D.  perpendicular to connecting rod 

156. The sensitivity of an isochronous governor is 

 A. infinity B.  zero 

 C.  one D.  two 

157. The maximum angular acceleration of the connecting rod with crank to connecting rod ratio 

1.5 and crank running at 3000 rpm is around 

 A. 1.8 × 104 rad/s2 B.  9 × 104 rad/s2 

 C.  0.9 × 104 rad/s2 D.  3 × 104 rad/s2 

158. The number of instantaneous centres for a six link mechanism in planer motion is 

 A. 30 B.  15 

 C.  < 6 D.  > 6 

159. In a slotted lever quick return mechanism the number of instantaneous centres of rotation is 

 A. 6 B.  10 

 C.  12 D.  15 

160. A simple mechanism has the following number of links : 

 A. 4 B.  3 

 C.  2 D.  1 

161. The working surface above the pitch surface of a gear tooth is termed as 

 A. addendum B.  dedundum 

 C.  flank D.  face 

162. In petrol engine, governor manipulates 

 A. fuel pump B.  atomiser 

 C.  filter D.  throttle valve 

163. In locomotives, the ratio of length of connecting rod to crank radius is kept very large in order 

to 

 A. facilitate quick starting B.  minimise primary forces 

 C.  minimise the effect of secondary forces D.  achieve perfect balancing 

164. The principal object of a brake is to 

 A. balance the energy B.  give energy 

 C.  absorb energy D.  none of the above 

165. A spheric pair such as ball and socket joint has n degrees of freedom, where n is equal to 

 A. 0 B.  1 

 C.  2 D.  3 

166. Efficiency in a normal spur gear pair will be 

 A. above 98 % B.  70 to 80 % 

 C.  less than 50 % D.  less than 30 % 
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167. The Vee angle in case of Vee belts is of the order of 

 A. 30° to 34° B.  10° to 15° 

 C.  50° to 60° D.  20° to 30° 

168. In a belt drive, the pair between belt and pulley is 

 A. higher B.  lower 

 C.  spherical D.  none of the above 

169. When a slider moves with a velocity 'V' on a link rotating at an angular velocity 'ω' then the 

magnitude of Corioli's component of acceleration is given by 

 A.√2 Vω B.  Vω 

 C.  
V

2


 D.  2 Vω 

170. Which of the following is not an inversion of single slider crank mechanism ? 

 A. Quick return mechanism B.  Oscillating cylinder engine mechanism 

 C.  Pendulum pump mechanism D.  Oldham’s coupling  

171. In a Hartnell governor, if the stiffness of spring is increased, then the governor will be 

 A. more sensitive B.  less sensitive 

 C.  hunting D.  insensitive 

172. The product of circular pitch and diameteral pitch of a gear is equal to 

 A. module B.  unity 

 C.  π D.  1/π 

173. Gear box in a car consists of 

 A. compound train B.  simple train 

 C.  epicyclic train D.  none of the above 

174. The motion of a nut on a threaded bolt is 

 A. plane B.  helical 

 C.  spherical D.  none of the above 

175. A football is rolling on ground, the motion of any point on its surface is 

 A. elliptical plane motion B.  helical 

 C.  spherical D.  plane rotation 

176. Modulus of resilience under simple tension is 

 A. 2σe
2/E B.  σe2/E 

 C.  σe
2/2E D.  σe

2/4E 

 where σe is the elastic limit stress of the material 

177. In a thick cylindrical shell subjected to internal fluid pressure, the state of stress at the outer 

surface is 

 A. three-dimensional B.  two-dimensional 

 C.  isotropic D.  none of the above 
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178. The diameter of kernel of a hollow circular $x$-section is 

 A. 
D d

D

+
 B.  

2 2D d

D

+
 

 C.  
2 2D d

2D

+
 D.  

2 2D d

4D

+
 

179. The notch angle of Izod impact test specimen is 

 A. 10° B.  20° 

 C.  30° D.  45° 

180. The elongation produced in a bar due to its self-weight is given by  

 A. 
29.81 l

E


 B.  

29.81 l

2E


 

 C.  
9.81 l

E


 D.  

29.81 l

2E


 

181. The bending equation is  

 A. 
1 E

M y R


= =  B.  

2 2

2

M E

I y R


= =  

 C.  
M E

I y R


= =  D.  

2 2 2M E

I y R


= =  

182. The relation between E (modulus of elasticity) and k (bulk modulus of elasticity) is  

 A. 
2

E k 1
m

 
= − 

 
 B.  

2
E 2k 1

m

 
= − 

 
 

 C.  
2

E 3k 1
m

 
= − 

 
 D.  

2
E 4k 1

m

 
= − 

 
 

183. Consider the three supports of a beam (1) Roller, (2) Hinged and (3) Fixed. The support(s) 

that permit(s) rotation is (are): 

 A. 1,2 and 3 B.  1 and 3 only 

 C.  1 and 2 only D.  1 only 

184. Circular beams of uniform strength can be made by varying diameter in such a way that 

 A. 
M

is cons tant
Z

 B.  is constant
y


 

 C.  
E

is constant
R

 D.  
M

is constant
R

 

185. Chain drive is used for 

 A. short distance B.  large distance 

 C.  medium diameter of sprockets D.  diameter is not considered 

186. In an open coiled helical spring an axial load on the spring produces which of the following 

stresses in the spring wire? 

 A. normal B.  torsional shear 

 C.  direct shear D.  all of the above 
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187. A heavy uniform rod of length 'L' and material density ρ is hung vertically with its top end 

rigidly fixed. What is the total elongation of the bar under its own weight? 

 A. 
22 L g

E


 B.  

2L g

E


 

 C.  
2L g

E 2


 D.  

2L g

2E


 

188. When a body is in a state of equilibrium under the action of any force system, the normal stress 

at a point within the body depends upon 

 A. elementary area ΔA surrounding the point B.  elemental force ΔF acting normal to ΔA 

 C.  the plane orientation containing the point D.  all the above three 

189. Which of the following joints is of permanent type ? 

 A. Bolted joint B.  Rivetted joint 

 C.  Knuckle joint D.  Universal joint 

190. The moduli of elasticity and rigidity of a linearly elastic isotropic material are 200 GPa and 80 

GPa respectively. What is the value of Poisson's ratio of this material ? 

 A. 0.30 B.  0.28 

 C.  0.25 D.  0.22 

191. The well known bending formula is 

 A. 
M E

I R
=  B.  

M E

R I
=  

 C.  
M Y

I
=


 D.  
M y

R
=


 

192. Units of thermal conductivity are 

 A. Ns/m2 B.  
o

W

m K
 

 C.  
o

J

kg K
 D.  none of the above 

193. The angle of twist in a length l of a shaft when it is subjected to a torque T is equal to 

 A. 
lT

JG
 B.  

JG

lT
 

 C.  
JT

lG
 D.  

lG

JT
 

194. If the lead angle of a worm is 
o1

22
2

, then the helix angle will be  

 A. 
o1

22
2

 B.  30° 

 C.  45° D.  
o1

67
2
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195. A cast iron sample when tested in compression fails at a compressive stress of 520 N/mm2. 

What is its shear strength ? 

 A. 520 N/mm2 B.  260 N/mm2 

 C.  210 N/mm2 D.  130 N/mm2 

196. Which of the following properties of mild steel cannot be determined by a static tensile test of 

the sample? 

 A. Ultimate tensile strength  B.  Ultimate shear strength  

 C.  Ductility  D.  Poisson’s ratio  

197. Knuckle joint is used to transmit which one of the following type of load? 

 A. Compressive  B.  Bending  

 C.  Shear  D.  Tensile  

198. A solid shaft of uniform diameter ‘D’ is subjected to equal amount of bending and twisting 

moment ‘M’. What is the maximum shear stress developed in the shaft? 

 A. 
3

16 2M

D
 B.  

3

16M

2 D
 

 C.  
3

32 2M

D
 D.  

3

16M

D
 

199. A cantilever beam of length ‘L’ carries a concentrated load ‘P’ at its midpoint. What is the 

deflection of the free end of the beam? 

 A. 
3PL

24EI
 B.  

3PL

48EI
 

 C.  
3PL

16EI
 D.  

35PL

48EI
 

200. Endurance strength of a component does not depend upon which one of the following factors? 

 A. Surface finish B.  Size  

 C.  Applied load  D.  Cost  

 

 

**** 
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